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Child of All Nations Jul 01 2022 In Child of All Nations, the reader is immediately swept up by a story that is profoundly feminist, devastatingly
anticolonialist—and full of heartbreak, suspense, love, and fury. Pramoedya immerses the reader in a world that is astonishing in its vividness: the
cultural whirlpool that was the Dutch East Indies of the 1890s. A story of awakening, it follows Minke, the main character of This Earth of Mankind,
as he struggles to overcome the injustice all around him. Pramoedya's full literary genius is evident in the brilliant characters that populate this world:
Minke's fragile Mixed-Race wife; a young Chinese revolutionary; an embattled Javanese peasant and his impoverished family; the French painter Jean
Marais, to name just a few.
General Methods for Solving Physics Problems Aug 22 2021
Lucinda's Secret Jul 09 2020 Celebrate the 20th anniversary of the #1 New York Times bestselling Spiderwick Chronicles and get ready for the series
soon to be streaming on Disney+ with this third installment in the adventures of the Grace children featuring an all-new look. As if being attacked by
goblins and a bridge troll weren’t enough, Jared is now being targeted by Thimbletack. Simon is keeping an injured and very hungry griffin hidden in
the carriage house. And Mallory is convinced the only way to get things back to normal is to get rid of the Guide. But that doesn’t seem to be an
option. With more creatures from Arthur Spiderwick’s Field Guide to the Fantastical World Around You popping up, the Guide seems to be the only
protection the Grace kids have. But why do the faeries want it so badly? There’s only one person to go to for answers—their fragile and confused Aunt
Lucinda.
Libraries and Librarianship Jan 03 2020 George Bobinski's career as a library professional spans 60 epochal years, from 1945 to the present. In this
book, he summarizes the major trends and events that have transformed the library world and the profession of librarianship.
The Untamed Sheik Jun 07 2020 "The wedding would go on. Prince Shafir would not let Megan Saxon steal away his cousin's groom-to-be. Stopping
her by seduction seemed the easiest plan. He'd simply make Megan fall in love with another man - him. But what would happen if the seducer found
himself falling for a woman he couldn't, by royal rights, truly keep? A royal sheik with an iron-clad destiny - until love changed the rules."--Back
cover.
The Benjamin Generation Aug 29 2019
Daughters of the Storm Oct 12 2020 Five very different sisters team up against their stepbrother to save their kingdom in this Norse-flavored fantasy
epic—the start of a new series in the tradition of Naomi Novik, Peter V. Brett, and Robin Hobb. FIVE ROYAL SISTERS. ONE CROWN. They are
the daughters of a king. Though they share the same royal blood, they could not be more different. Bluebell is a proud warrior, stronger than any man
and with an ironclad heart to match. Rose’s heart is all too passionate: She is the queen of a neighboring kingdom who is risking everything for a
forbidden love. Ash is discovering a dangerous talent for magic that might be a gift—or a curse. And then there are the twins—vain Ivy, who lives for
admiration, and zealous Willow, who lives for the gods. But when their father is stricken by a mysterious ailment, these five sisters must embark on a
desperate journey to save him and prevent their treacherous stepbrother from seizing the throne. Their mission: find the powerful witch who can cure
the king. But to succeed on their quest, they must overcome their differences and hope that the secrets they hide from one another and the world are
never brought to light. Because if this royal family breaks, it could destroy the kingdom. The saga continues in . . . SISTERS OF THE FIRE Praise for
Daughters of the Storm “[Daughters of the Storm] is a twisty high fantasy . . . exploring political machinations and the relationships between sisters;
betrayal lurks at every turn.”—The Washington Post “This fantastic series opener, powered by an engaging, female-led cast of characters, is riveting
from page one right through to the end, with almost every scene bringing new excitement and intrigue. All of the five leading women are richly drawn,
with distinct voices and multidimensional personalities that never slip into caricature. [Kim] Wilkins sketches these royals with nuance and sensitivity,
making even the vexing characters like careless Ivy and the villainous Wylm feel worthy of our sympathy. . . . Wilkins has struck gold with her
thrilling high fantasy world. Book two can’t arrive soon enough!”—RT Book Reviews “Readers who enjoy epic journeys and strong female
protagonists will enjoy Wilkins’s first installment of her new Sisters of the Fire series.”—Booklist
Five complete Miss Marple novels May 31 2022 Here are five of the ever-shrewd Miss Marple's most intriguing cases. Includes The Mirror Crack'd, A
Caribbean Mystery, Nemesis, The Body in the Library and What Mrs. McGillicuddy Saw.
Monetary Growth Theory Sep 10 2020 This book answers some challenging questions in monetary growth theory within a compact theoretical
framework. The author succeeds in integrating the theory of money, the theory of value and the theory of growth. The book re-examines many
important ideas in modern monetary economics within a single analytical framework. It is concerned not only wit
Microbial Control of Insect and Mite Pests Jan 15 2021 Microbial Control of Insect and Mite Pests: From Theory to Practice is an important source of
information on microbial control agents and their implementation in a variety of crops and their use against medical and veterinary vector insects, in
urban homes and other structures, in turf and lawns, and in rangeland and forests. This comprehensive and enduring resource on entomopathogens and
microbial control additionally functions as a supplementary text to courses in insect pathology, biological control, and integrated pest management. It
gives regulators and producers up-to-date information to support their efforts to facilitate and adopt this sustainable method of pest management.
Authors include an international cadre of experts from academia, government research agencies, technical representatives of companies that produce
microbial pesticides, agricultural extension agents with hands on microbial control experience in agriculture and forestry, and other professionals

working in public health and urban entomology. Covers all pathogens, including nematodes Addresses the rapidly progressing developments in insect
pathology and microbial control, particularly with regard to molecular methods Demonstrates practical use of entomopathogenic microorganisms for
pest control, including tables describing which pathogens are available commercially Highlights successful practices in microbial control of individual
major pests in temperate, subtropical, and tropical zones Features an international group of contributors, each of which is an expert in their fields of
research related to insect pathology and microbial control
An Unforgettable Man Mar 29 2022 Dangerous Liaisons How would he make her pay? At sixteen, Courage Bingham had been innocent and
unawakened, but her body had been passionately responsive when she felt strong, youthful hands caress her in the dark of her family's summerhouse.
Shame and guilt had tormented her ever since, combined with an equally aching need for this unknown—unseen—stranger. Now, Courage worried
that her senses were playing tricks on her. Gideon Reynolds, her harsh-featured, merciless new boss, could arouse her as only one other man ever had.
Could they be one and the same? And, if they were, how would Gideon exact payment for her past deception? Penny Jordan's stimulating and colorful
writing will stir the imagination." —Romantic Times
Fight with Me Sep 03 2022 From New York Times Bestselling Author Kristen Proby comes Fight With Me?Jules Montgomery is too busy and content
with her life to worry about a man, especially one Nate McKenna. If growing up with four brothers has taught her anything, she knows to stay away
from sexy men with tattoos and motorcycles. That goes double if he's your boss. During the one incredible night they shared, he violated the no
fraternization policy...among other things, and it won't happen again. Jules won't risk her career for mind-blowing sex, no matter how much her body
and her heart keep arguing with her. Nate McKenna couldn't care less about the no fraternizing policy. He wants Jules and he'll have her. He's not a
man to be taken lightly, and Jules Montgomery is about to find out just how he responds to being pushed aside after the best night of sex he's ever had.
Nate knows that Jules is meant to be his, and he'll stop at nothing to have her by his side.
Ethics In Social Science Research In Indonesia Apr 05 2020 "There are not many books on ethics that are currently available, especially in
Indonesia. This book comes to fill that gap. A commendable book that researchers should read, especially when there is more and more research on
human behavior. It is a stupendous work." ? M. Chatib Basri, Executive Director, IBER Minister of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia 2013-2014
“This book addresses an important set of issues in the context of Indonesia, a large developing country in Southeast Asia. Most work on research ethics
has originated in the developed world; the strength of this book is that it relates the large international literature to the specific problems which
Indonesian researchers are likely to face, especially in the social sciences. It deserves a wide readership both in Indonesia and in other parts of the
world.” ? Anne Booth, Professor Emeritus, SOAS, University of London "In a world full of fake news, corrupt bureaucracies, and inequitable
judgements it is vital that the training of rising generations of social scientists contains thorough grounding in ethics. This volume should be required
reading in all teaching programs, and a valuable addition on the desk of all graduates wishing to pursue a career in the social research professions.” ?
Terence H. Hull, Emeritus Professor of Demography, The Australian National University “Reading this book is an eye-opening experience. Mayling
Oey Gardiner presents novelty by discussing ethics in social science research on current issues such as big data, internet-based research, and
environmental research. This book can guide academics and decision-makers to define boundaries and consider the impact of social research.” ?
Rhenald Kasali Ph.D, Founder Rumah Perubahan Professor of Management, University of Indonesia
Haunting the Buddha Oct 04 2022 Early European histories of India frequently reflected colonialist agendas. The idea that Indian society had
declined from an earlier Golden Age helped justify the colonial presence. It was said, for example, that modern Buddhism had fallen away from its
original identity as a purely rational philosophy that arose in the mythical 5th-century BCE Golden Age unsullied by the religious and cultural
practices that surrounded it. In this book Robert DeCaroli seeks to place the formation of Buddhism in its appropriate social and political contexts. It is
necessary, he says, to acknowledge that the monks and nuns who embodied early Buddhist ideals shared many beliefs held by the communities in
which they were raised. In becoming members of the monastic society these individuals did not abandon their beliefs in the efficacy and the dangers
represented by minor deities and spirits of the dead. Their new faith, however, gave them revolutionary new mechanisms with which to engage those
supernatural beings. Drawing on fieldwork, textual, and iconographic evidence, DeCaroli offers a comprehensive view of early Indian spirit-religions
and their contributions to Buddhism-the first attempt at such a study since Ananda Coomaraswamy's pioneering work was published in 1928. The
result is an important contribution to our understanding of early Indian religion and society, and will be of interest to those in the fields of Buddhist
studies, Asian history, art history, and anthropology.
Your Plan for Natural Scoliosis Prevention and Treatment Feb 02 2020 Lau provides a completely natural, safe, tried and tested diet and exercise
program to treat and prevent scoliosis. He busts popular myths and explores what approach works, what alternatives a scoliosis patient has, and how it
is possible to create a comprehensive plan to achieve peak physical and spinal health.
Samantha Jun 27 2019 A six volume boxed set features stories about nine-year-old orphan Samantha Parkington, her family, and her servant friend
Nellie at the turn of the twentieth century.
The Last Séance Jul 21 2021 Previously published in the print anthology Double Sin and Other Stories. Raoul Daubreuil insists his fiancée give up her
activities as a talented and successful medium when they marry. However, he agrees to attend what is to be her last séance—with Madame Exe. But
even Raoul can't foresee the tragedy ahead.
Cry, the Peacock Dec 26 2021 Cry, the Peacock is the story of a young girl, Maya, obsessed by a childhood prophecy of disaster. The author builds up
an atmosphere of tension as torrid and oppressive as a stifling Indian summer, both in the crowded, colourful cities and the strangely beautiful
countryside. Maya’s extreme sensitivity never alienates the reader because it is rendered in terms of measurable human loneliness... How well Desai
does in the business of carrying her narrative through to a satisfactory, even explosive end.' — The Times Literary Supplement, London
I'll Be the Water: A Story of a Grandparent's Love Nov 24 2021 Joshua and his grandfather love being together. More than anything else they love
fishing. But Grandpa gets sick and is in the hospital a long time. When he gets out, he and Joshua share one more fishing adventure, and Grandpa
promises Joshua that he will always be near. “Think of it this way,” Grandpa says. “Today, you and I are like two fish swimming together in this lake.
When I die, things will be different. I won’t be a fish anymore, but I’ll become something even better. My love will be like the water in the lake. You
might think I’m not with you, but we’ll be closer than ever because you’ll be surrounded by my love.” Long after Grandpa dies, Joshua comes to
understand that Grandpa kept his promise—and that love and its memory survive death. When grown-up Joshua goes fishing with his daughter, he
teaches her what Grandpa taught him: “She knows we never have to feel alone or afraid because we are surrounded by a love that lasts forever.” “Each
memory is like a special gift I can unwrap again and again,” said Grandpa. “And that’s a gift I want to give you, too.”
The Seeing Stone Apr 17 2021 Celebrate the 20th anniversary of the #1 New York Times bestselling Spiderwick Chronicles and get ready for the
series soon to be streaming on Disney+ with this second installment in the adventures of the Grace children featuring an all-new look. Thanks to the
mysterious field guide left behind by their long-lost great-great-uncle, Arthur Spiderwick, life for the Grace kids—Jared, Simon, and Mallory—is
beyond weird. When Simon goes missing, Jared believes creatures from the faerie world have something to do with it. Mallory is not convinced. That
is, until she and Jared contend with a band of menacing, marauding goblins. Simon is clearly in danger, and it’s up to Mallory and Simon to save him
before it’s too late.
All Quiet on the Orient Express Nov 05 2022 Magnus Mills’s first novel, The Restraint of Beasts, was hailed by Thomas Pynchon as a “comic
wonder.” His second novel, All Quiet on the Orient Express, is an equally edgy blend of high-grade comedy and low-grade paranoia. With insidiously
beguiling deadpan charm, Mills draws us again into the world of contract employment, this time in England’s Lake District. The novel’s narrator, an
itinerant odd-jobber, is camping out, waiting for summer to end so that he can set off for some vague notion of the East . . . Turkey, Persia, overland to
India. In the meantime, he agrees to do a small painting job for the owner of his campsite. One job leads to another. Before long, our hero is hopelessly

and hilariously enmeshed in the off-season mysteries of the placid northern English community, grappling with dark forces beyond his power—some
of which hang out at the local pub. To think it all began with a simple paint job . . .
Dangdut Stories May 07 2020 A keen critic of culture in modern Indonesia, Andrew N. Weintraub shows how a genre of Indonesian music called
dangdut evolved from a debased form of urban popular music to a prominent role in Indonesian cultural politics and the commercial music industry.
Dangdut Stories is a social and musical history of dangdut within a range of broader narratives about class, gender, ethnicity, and nation in postindependence Indonesia (1945-present).
Twisted Summer Jun 19 2021 Fourteen-year-old Cici hopes for a romantic summer at the beach but instead finds herself trying to solve a murder
which had occurred there the previous year.
The Truth About Forever May 19 2021 From the award-winning and New York Times bestselling author of Once and for All Expect the unexpected.
Macy’s got her whole summer carefully planned. But her plans didn’t include a job at Wish Catering. And they certainly didn’t include Wes. But Macy
soon discovers that the things you expect least are sometimes the things you need most. “Dessen gracefully balances comedy with tragedy and
introduces a complex heroine worth getting to know.” —Publishers Weekly Sarah Dessen is the winner of the Margaret A. Edwards Award for her
contributions to YA literature, as well as the Romantic Times Career Achievement Award. Books by Sarah Dessen: That Summer Someone Like You
Keeping the Moon Dreamland This Lullaby The Truth About Forever Just Listen Lock and Key Along for the Ride What Happened to Goodbye The
Moon and More Saint Anything Once and for All
The Solotype Catalog of 4,147 Display Typefaces Aug 10 2020 DIVDazzling cornucopia of typographical ideas and eye-catching letters, words,
phrases, slogans, logos, humorous comments, headlines and graphic symbols. Typefaces range from Condensed, Victorian and Art Nouveau to Art
Deco, Rustic and Calligraphic. Index of fonts. /div
Encyclopedia of Indian Cinema Oct 24 2021 First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Darkest Web (Dyslexic Edition) Jan 27 2022 Hitmen for hire, drugs for sale. Inside the dangerous world that lurks beneath the bright, friendly
light of your internet screen. Eileen Ormsby has spent the past five years exploring every corner of the Dark Web. She has shopped on darknet
markets, contributed to forums, waited in red rooms and been threatened by hitmen on murder-for-hire sites. On occasions, her dark web activities
have poured out into the real world and she has attended trials, met with criminals and the law enforcement who tracked them down, interviewed dark
web identities and visited them in prison. This book will take you into the murkiest depths of the web's dark underbelly: a place of hitmen for hire, red
rooms, hurtcore sites and markets that will sell anything a person is willing to pay for - including another person. The Darkest Web.
Fluid Mechanics Mar 05 2020
Dentists Mar 17 2021 Open wide! Dentists care for people's teeth. Give readers the inside scoop on what it's like to be a dentist. Readers will learn
what dentists do, the tools they use, and how people get this exciting job.
Champagne Kisses Aug 02 2022 An heir to Southern California's most fabled vineyard, Donovan Drake works as hard as he plays. Betrayed by love
in the past, the consummate bachelor prides himself on never committing to one woman. But Marissa Hayes isn't just any woman. And Donovan has
just two weeks to show the guarded, voluptuous beauty exactly what she's been missing.... Falling for her boss is number one on Marissa's list of
don'ts. But from the moment she experiences Donovan's intoxicating touch, her heart tells her something else. Slowly but surely, his seduction is
breaking down her defenses. Is their passion as fleeting as her brief stay at Donovan's fabulous resort? Or have they found a love as timeless as the
finest wine--strong enough to withstand anything, even a threat from Marissa's past?
The Demonata: Lord Loss Apr 29 2022 The first novel in a chilling new series by Darren Shan, author of the New York Times bestselling Cirque Du
Freak series, will keep readers turning page after horrifying page. Grubbs Grady has stiff red hair and is a little big for his age, which means he can get
into R-rated movies. He hates history and loves bacon, rats, and playing tricks on his squeamish older sister. When he opts out of a family weekend
trip, he never guesses that he is about to take a terrifying journey into darkness. Hungry demons and howling werewolves haunt his waking
nightmares... and threaten his life.
No More Mind Games Oct 31 2019
Hospice Alternative Sep 22 2021
Critical Survey of American Literature Dec 14 2020 The new edition of Critical Survey of American Literature, previously published as Magill's
Survey of American Literature in 2006, offers detailed profiles of major American authors of fiction, drama, and poetry, each with sections on
biography, general analysis, and analysis of the author's most important works.
Dispatches from the Wall Corner Sep 30 2019
Colliding With Fate Dec 02 2019 Brielle was having one of the worst days ever. She had just lost her scholarship—with it her room at the school
dormitory—and was about to face the wrath of her mother. It was probably fate that brought Infinite Chase, her favorite band in the world, to her town
that day to perform live. Could it also be fate that Kyle Yves, the band’s lead singer and the boy she was in love with, picked her to sing a duet with
him on stage and that she somehow got the chance to live with the band as their new band manager? She has been given every chance to turn the worst
day ever around. All she had to do was take a chance on fate. Will she take it?
The Spice Islands Voyage Jul 29 2019 The Spice Islands Voyage is about a journey and a quest: a journey among the Spice Islands of equatorial
Indonesia aboard a traditional native sailing vessel; a quest to rediscover Alfred Russel Wallace, the brilliant and intrepid naturalist who jointly
proposed, with Charles Darwin, the theory of natural selection, and whose travels founded the science of zoo geography. Navigating through sparkling
coral seas to remote shorelines, Tim Severin and his crew retraced the explorer's journeys, encountering green turtles and flying foxes, observing the
smuggling of rare birds and rainforest destruction, but also witnessing the emergence of a new sense of environmental awareness. 'Full of insights
retraces a journey through places of fabulous natural and cultural diversity should inspire new readers to discover the remarkable writings of Wallace
himself', Independent
Affective Health and Masculinities in South Africa Nov 12 2020 Affective Health and Masculinities in South Africa explores how different
masculinities modulate substance use, interpersonal violence, suicidality, and AIDS as well as recovery cross-culturally. With a focus on three male
protagonists living in very distinct urban areas of Cape Town, this comparative ethnography shows that men’s struggles to become invulnerable
increase vulnerability. Through an analysis of masculinities as social assemblages, the study shows how affective health problems are tied to modern
individualism rather than African ‘tradition’ that has become a cliché in Eurocentric gender studies. Affective health is conceptualized as a balancing
act between autonomy and connectivity that after colonialism and apartheid has become compromised through the imperative of self-reliance. This
book provides a rare perspective on young men’s vulnerability in everyday life that may affect the reader and spark discussion about how masculinities
in relationships shape physical and psychological health. Moreover, it shows how men change in the face of distress in ways that may look different
than global health and gender-transformative approaches envision. Thick descriptions of actual events over the life course make the study accessible to
both graduate and undergraduate students in the social sciences. Contributing to current debates on mental health and masculinity, this volume will be
of interest to scholars from various disciplines including anthropology, gender studies, African studies, psychology, and global health.
The Fairy Tale World Feb 25 2022 The Fairy Tale World is a definitive volume on this ever-evolving field. The book draws on recent critical attention,
contesting romantic ideas about timeless tales of good and evil, and arguing that fairy tales are culturally astute narratives that reflect the historical and
material circumstances of the societies in which they are produced. The Fairy Tale World takes a uniquely global perspective and broadens the
international, cultural, and critical scope of fairy-tale studies. Throughout the five parts, the volume challenges the previously Eurocentric focus of
fairy-tale studies, with contributors looking at: • the contrast between traditional, canonical fairy tales and more modern reinterpretations; • responses

to the fairy tale around the world, including works from every continent; • applications of the fairy tale in diverse media, from oral tradition to the
commercialized films of Hollywood and Bollywood; • debates concerning the global and local ownership of fairy tales, and the impact the digital age
and an exponentially globalized world have on traditional narratives; • the fairy tale as told through art, dance, theatre, fan fiction, and film. This
volume brings together a selection of the most respected voices in the field, offering ground-breaking analysis of the fairy tale in relation to ethnicity,
colonialism, feminism, disability, sexuality, the environment, and class. An indispensable resource for students and scholars alike, The Fairy Tale
World seeks to discover how such a traditional area of literature has remained so enduringly relevant in the modern world.
Come Away with Me Feb 13 2021 Being confronted on the beach by a sexy stranger wasn't part of Natalie Conner's plans for a peaceful morning
taking photos. And why on earth would he think she's taking pictures of him, anyway? Who is he? One thing's for sure, he's hot, and incredibly
romantic, feeding Natalie's wounded soul. Luke Williams just wants the world to give him a break, so seeing yet another camera aimed at his face has
him ready to pounce on the beauty behind the lens. When he finds out she has no idea who he is, he's intrigued and more than a little tempted by her.
Natalie has a body made for sex, a sassy mouth and Luke can't get enough of her, but he's not ready to tell her who he really his. Natalie is a no
nonsense girl who doesn't do well with lies and secrets. What will happen to this new relationship when she discovers what Luke's hiding?
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